Rolling Fun Workshop
For Foundation to Year 2

Inspiring Kids To Enjoy
Cultural Healthy Eating

Cultural Theme
Cultural Dress

Music
*The zither of
Vietnam

ARTs
Visual Art
Poetry
Puppetry
Songs

Contact: Hung Tran
info@RollingFun.com.au

Healthy Food
Artisanal Culinary
Education

Take-Home
Tool Kit

M: 0413 215 740
www.RollingFun.com.au

Rolling Fun Is All About
Inspiring Kids To Enjoy
Cultural Healthy Eating

Children are immersed in art forms
to learn valuable skills in making and
enjoying cultural healthy food via
fun, simple but effective, educational
and cultural Rolling Fun workshops.

Rolling Fun Fully Covers Victorian Curriculum for F to Y2

Healthy Eating

Design and technologies Food Specialisations:
“Explore how food is selected and
prepared for healthy eating"
(VCDSTC016).

Intercultural Capability Cultural Practices:
(VCICCB001)

Elaborations:
exploring the tools, equipment and techniques used
to prepare food safely and hygienically for healthy
eating.
exploring how people from different cultures including
those of Asia design and produce different cuisines
based on the plants and animals in their region and
available tools and equipment.

Identify what is familiar and what is different in the
ways culturally diverse individuals and families live.

Recipe
Through visual art, poetry, songs, and puppetry, students learn the benefits of eating the vegetables and
fruits from this rainbow recipe: red capsicum, yellow capsicum, pink lady apple, Iceberg lettuce, cucumber,
purple lettuce, carrot, blueberry, rice paper wrapper, rice noodle vermicelli (optional).
Testimonial- Abbey, Prep teachers
"It was fantastic! Children had a great
time. The parents loved the experience
and were impressed that the students
knew which vegetable was good for which
body part.
They also loved that they could keep the
tray to practice at home :-)"
NO Cooking
NO Heating
NO Cutting

Just Rolling

Easy & Fun

*From workshops in a school that parents
joined to taste the rolls made by their children
at the end.
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Our Service:
01. Incursion To Your Class
Rolling Fun offers incursion to your classes. We provide and prepare everything for the
workshops: ingredients, tools, kids' apron and hat, tableware, hand sanitizer,...
Visual art: images and drawings are used to illustrate the learning content.
Kids can visualize the subjects while they are learning.

ARTs
Visual art

Music

Kids

Poetry: we run the workshop in poetry form. Kids learn faster
through the rhythm and rhymes in poem.
Puppetry: this play-based learning mode allows kids to totally engage
in the learning.

Poetry

Songs: we use popular tunes to show kids the recipe, the benefits of
colorful vegetables, and the steps to make a rice paper roll.
Songs

Puppetry

Music: We perform the zither of Vietnam
(limited availability on certain days of the week)
Rice Paper Roll Tool Kit
(Water Bowl & Tray)

45 - 60 minutes
per workshop
20-25
students per
class
Recipe:
Healthy
and fresh rainbow
vegetables.

Use special tools
for Asian cuisines.

Kids take home the tool kit
(Rice Paper Roll Tray)

The tools help kids
make rolls easier & fun.

Dress Code

Rolling Fun's educators wear
traditional dress (and apron).

Kids wear apron and hat.

02. Teachers Run Workshops in Your Classes
We transfer all techniques, lessons learned and materials to teachers to enable you as a teacher to run the
workshops yourself. You can flexibly run it multiple times for different classes in your school. All the educational
materials are available online via our website, i.e. videos, presentations, instruction materials...etc.. There are
also options to assist with ingredient preparation (1) ingredient readiness, and (2) rice paper roll maker sets.
Please see our website for more details.

Ingredients
Fresh raw ingredients
Ready-to-roll ingredients.

Supportive Teaching Materials
Online content for teachers
Online content for students.
Physical materials sent to your
school.

Rice Paper Roll Maker Sets
Shared resource of
school for multiple uses
Take-home tool kit for
students

Mess-Free.
Easy. Fun

Training for Teachers
Online videos
Webinar
Face-to-face

Simple Process
We simplify all processes to
make life better.

Take-home tool kit
Rice paper tray - 22cm,
Rice paper roll maker set
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Testimonial

Emma F., Prep Teacher

"An excellent and well-presented demonstration of rice paper roll making. The children were engaged
with the addition of traditional music and singing. The extra touch of the aprons and chef hats made the
children feel like chefs, and the songs helped the children to remember the process of making rice paper
rolls. Thank you for a fun and tasty morning. I would highly recommend this program for the future!"

Rolling Fun Workshop Costs
Model 01. Incursion
Normal price: $17 / $19* /student
Promotion price: $15 / $17* /student
*Music Experience:
Music from the zither
of Vietnam.

*Limited availability
on certain days of the week

Model 02. Teachers run workshops
Price: from $3.1 /student*
(*please visit our website for more details)
Cost to run workshops depends on your selections of:

Ingredients

Cultural Theme
Cultural Dress

Music
*The zither of
Vietnam

ARTs
Visual Art
Poetry
Puppetry
Songs

Healthy Food
Artisanal Culinary
Education

Take-Home
Tool Kit

Take-home
tool kit for
each student

Rice Paper Roll
Maker Kits
used at class

Physical materials
sent to your class

Arts and cultural aspects
We build them as online resources for
teachers and students.

About Us

"One day, I was asked to volunteer at my son’s childcare in Australia to help prepare food from our cultural
background. The childcare wanted to make children interested in learning about different cultures and
food. I made rice paper rolls. And I found that the whole school- kids, parents, and carers loved how I
made rice paper rolls in a fun way. Children had fun with their friends, happily made food with their little
hands, and enjoyed tasting them. Witnessing this was truly one of the happiest times in my life.
My dad in Vietnam passed away as a result of diabetes. He also suffered from cancer. The experience in
his last days … stayed deeply in my mind – even today. Sometimes, I wake up in the early morning
affected by the whole experience.
Rice paper roll is very yummy food, and it could help everyone enjoy healthy eating.
The emotion from happiness, the emotion from sadness, and the love from healthy and yummy rice paper
roll have formed the passion in me to build the Rolling Fun service."
Hung Tran, Founder of Rolling Fun Service.

Passionate about showing kids to make healthy food.
Previously a teacher in HoaNghiem Vietnamese Language school.
Have a Vietnamese background with two young children.
Certificate IV in Training and Assessment (TAE40110)
Certificate in teaching methodology from Deakin University
Master of Entrepreneurship and Innovation from Swinburne Uni. of Technology.

Other Certificates
Copies provided upon request.
-Working with children check
-First Aid Certificate
-Food Safety Handling Certificate (supervisor level)

Contact Us
Hung Tran
0413 215 740
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info@RollingFun.com.au
TINDOLAND pty. ltd.
PO Box 378 Bentleigh East VIC 3165
ABN 66 616 985 632
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